
The DlAslpntlon. of Fog and Smoke. 
The experime:nts of Aitken have proved that dust 

particles playa very important part in the formation 
of fogs, by serving as nuclei for the condensation of 
water vapor. The electric and electrified particles 
known as ions are still more effective in condensing 
saturated water vapor, because their electric charges 
strongly attract and retain the water, thus counterbaJ
ancing the effect of surface tension, which. promotes 
evaporation from the surfaces of drops of very small 
diameter. Hence ionization may produce fog and it 
may also destroy fog by collecting minute drops into 
large drops, which fall as rain. 

In 1884, before Aitken's researches, Sir Oliver Lodge 
discovered that an electric spark discharge (which is 
now regarded as a stream of ions impelled by. electric 
force) quickly dissipates smoke and dust clouds, and 
he has since employed the same means for the dissi
pation of fogs. These experiments, which have a great 
interest for railway and maritime traffic, are being 
conducted at great expense, especially in Liverpool, in' 
the hope of keeping the' suburban ,rail wa-y }�I;les clear 
even in the foggi.est ;w�ther. 

About a year ago, a�l"rench' engfneer, M._Dlbos, be-: 
gan a series of experhnents in the d1B.p�rston 'af fog 
by Hertzian waveS and l!i,telY' he 4a,s. :."i:mpro�ed .. hi�' 
apparatus .-by the" addition. of . ox.y�.y.4r�gen. ·flames. 
states Cosmos.: The effect. JlrodU:ced QY these flames 
may be partI¥caused by.their heating the aii-but it 
is probably due chiefly to ionizatt6n, fot it is weI) 
known that'flames produce 'vAs�'humbers of iOll.s, or 
electrified particles, which become " disseminated 
through the atmosphere. 

The first (}ecisive �xperiments .with the flames 'Ye!!l 
made on December 25th, 1908. The 'aerial waves w�r6 
generated by an inductor of abou.t400,000 volts. A:¥V:e 
the. conical antenna by which the waves were ' em"rtted 
was placed a metal ring of smaller-diameter which 
carried a large oxyhydrogen jet at each of the card
inal points of the compass. The four jets were COl'l
nected by India rubber tubes to a central gas holder, 
which was supplied by a battery of cylinders contain
ing compressed oxygen and. hydrogen. The" fog, 
which had prevailed for a week, waS very thick' that 
morning. When the emission of'aethil'waves com
menced the oxyhydrogen flames had attained a tem
perature of 3,600 deg. :F, 

By the, addiiion of the flames, the time required to 
clear the space surrounding the antenna was 'reduced 
from 40 minutes· to 20 or 30 minutes. and. the diam
eter of the clear. z{)ne was .. greater ·tlian in' the. pre
vious experiments with Hertzianwaves alone, in�reas· 
ing from 400 feet to 500, 530, and. 560 feet. The effect 
was maintained for nearly two'houi"s ana, untiL the 
experiment was stopped by the exhaustion.·of· th� sup
ply of oxygen. On the afternoon of the following day 
experiments with 
th e Hertzian 
waves alone were 
commenced, b u t  
were discontinued 
in a. few minutes, 
as' tbe wind had 
shifted to the 
northeast and the 
fog was quickly 
dispersed by a 
brisk breeze from 
the North Sea. 
(T h e s  e ex peri· 
ments were per· 
formed at Wime
reux on the shore 
of the English 
Channel.) 
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A HOUSE-TO-HOUSE lIrIIRROR SYSTElIrI. 
The idea· of using mirrors to enable one to see ob

jects without exposing one's self has found expression 
in more than one novel of adventure. A few patents 
have also been taken out for reflecting devices which 
render it possible to see, from a second-story room of 
a house, a person entering by the front door below. 
A New England inventor, Mr. Dana S.' Dudley, h!Ls 
elaborated the plan on such a scale in his own town, 
that he is able to observe the surrouflding country for 
a considerable distance, merely by looking down a 
tube mounted in his back yard. 

Mr. Dudley's system may be employed for reflecting 
to a receiving station images of objects and persons 
in remote apartments of the same house or distant 
houses. 'The system comprises, as may be supposed, 

Diagram showing arrangement of mirrors 
anf.! tubes. 

a .series of main 'pipes or tubes and branch tubes about 
a foot ill aiamete'r, which ramify a house, or which 
may be extended underground from one-house'to an� 
other beneath an intervening structure. Plane mir
rors are mounted in the tubes for the purpose of re
flecting the images around corners, from one tube to 
another. Either by electrical or mechanical means it 

'is possible to operate a particular mirror in a par
ticular room from a central station and cut off reflec
tions from all other mirrors in the system, .so that 
objects in that particular room alone may be seen. 
Any of the visual tubes entering the. central station 
may be thus' connected with each other. 

One form of the invention (one of the simplest, 
moreover) is illustrated in the accompanying draw
ings. The. object of this particular form is to' rendilr . 
it possible to see !Lt the point A whatever may be hap-' 
pening at the point a, despite the fact that a building .. 

. intervenes, as shown in the drawing. At A ,and a, 
. twelve-inch mirrors are mounted on ball-bearing trun

nions and swiveled on a vertical axis, so .th!Lt'they can 

His arrangement of mirrors and tubes in his own 
house enabled him to send his own reflection through 
several rooms and back to himself again, so. that he 
saw himself as if afar. He could look around the 
house through one lens of the telescope eyepiece and 
see his other eye. Two persons seated next to each 
other at the receiving mirror and separated by a 
screen could see each other clearly, after their images 
had been transmitted through room after room, the 
faces appearing remotely distant, although the two 
were near enough to shake hands. Mr. Dudley has 
also used his apparatus to reflect sunlight into cellars 
and dark rooms, the first mirror being so mounted that 
it could follow the sun's movement, as in the case of 
a heliostat. 

Telephones can be employeu iIi connection with this 
system, so that two persons may talk to each other 
and see each other at the same time. 

.. , ... 

A NeW' Phonograph. 
Consul Thomas H. Norton, in the following report 

from Chemnitz, describes a new German invention 
which combines the phonograph and the siren: 

The methods for recording sound have reached a 

higher stage of perfection than those employed for its 
reproduction. The chief difficulty encountered in the 
present systems of reproducing conversation, and es
pecially music, from phonographic and similar records, 
is caused by the friction of the needle resting upon the 
surface of the rapidly revolving disk or cylinder. This 
introduces a more or less noticeable buzzing or rum
bling sound, which interferes materially with the clear
'ness of musical notes ()r spoken words. Numerous at
tempts have· been made to overcome' this unpleasant 
accompaniment. In none of the devices hitherto 
brought forWard has complete success been attained, 
since all involved the. factor of friction as the funda
nfental meansM transmission. 

In a recent number of the Deutsche Musikwerk-In
dustrie, a German inventor describes a newly patented 
instrument, in which friction is completely avoided. 
It combines the leading elements of the phonograph 
and the siren. The novel and essential feature is the 
substitution of a current Of compreased air for the. 
needle· or stylus of Edison's invention. 

In a siren, openings ot various sizes allow the pro
duction of all musical notes with any desired degree 
of intensity or" length. In the .', new instrument, per
forations in the disk of a sir.en are replaced by tangen
tial incisions on the surface of a· large record cylinder. 
A second perfectly siriOoth. cylinder' rests close upon 
the surface of the. first cylin,der and revolves in Uni)3on 
with it as the two cylinders, are set in movement. A 
constantly varying' suc42essjo�· of minute openings be
tween their' surfaces isllresented, du'e to the incisions 
on the record cylinder. When a powerful blast of 

compreslled air is 
directed upon the 
line . of contact. 
between the two 
cylinder�, at such 

.'an 'angle as to be 
an exact tangent 
to the. surfaces of 
both, s()unds are 
evoked identical-
ly as in the case 
of an. ordinary 
siren. It is pos· 
sible to communi
cate signals and 
even words which 
can be readily 
hear d mi l es 
away. 

It is 
evident 
field of 

already 
that a 

useful-mirror is now 
made based upon 
scientific princi
ples. The laws of 
reflection and re
fraction are taken 
into proper ac-

The small 'circular pictUres BIl9wreap�tivelY .an'image of a'face triml!mittoo 'tltrongh several rooms and back again; a Bwiv'!le<1 hood on a honse·top, containing 
'IL,mirtor,; a receivingBtation with telescopic.eye-plece., 

ness is open to 
this new inven
tion' as an ad
junct to the 
.equipment' of sea
going vesselS., Us 

count, so that not 
only' is a greater VOlume of light projected by the lamp, 
but this volume is thrown just where it is wanted. 
The two surfaces of the mirror have curves differing 
in their.,. radi1 the first or unsilvere.d surface having 
a deeper curve. The rays of, light which sttike the 
first su�face' perpendicularly, pass on. without refrac
tion to the rear or silvered sur!ace, and again reach 
the first surface by refiection,· where they are bent 
or refracted. But those rays striking the mirror out
side of the center do so at a greater and greater angle 
as the edge is approached, and are refra�ted mor,e and 
more as the angle is increased. The marginal rays 
are . therefore so refracted that when reflected by the 
silvered surface and again bent by the first surface 
the entire volume of reflected light is concentrated 
iJltO an intense parallel beam to be directed exactly 
where wanted. 

A HOUSE-1!�·D:OUS:t: lIrIllJ,ROR SYSTElIrI. 

be turned up and down andfroIn side to side. These· 
mirrors are deSigned. to reflect images through tUbes 
leading downwardly into the ground and communicat
ing with a horizontal tube buried in �he ground and 
passing either under or. througll a house situated be· 
tween the stations .A and a. At the points of the ver
tical and horizontal tubes, mirrors B' and a' are 
mounted at such an angle that they will reflect the 
image from the mirrors A and, a either through the 
vertical tubes or through the horizontal tubes. If the 
image. r�flected to the receiving mirrOr' is that of an 
object so distant that it appears very small, . telescope 

. eyepieces can be employed to magnify it, the effect 
being much the same as if the distant object were ob·' 
served through a spy'glass. 

By means of this mirror system of his, the inventor 
has succeeded in obtaining some very curious effects. 

availability. Lo r 

111usical purposes has not yet been teste�' sufficiently 
to .determine whe�her it can successfully Vie with the 
gramop.hone,. phoIlograph, etc., 61' eveil replace them. 

The cylinders th:us far elllP'10yed are about fen times 
as large as ordinary phon,ographic cylinders; and this 
fact· renders the instrum�lllt necessarily somewhat 
clumsy. The requirement of a current of 'compressed 
air mily also militate against a widespread domestic 
use, although' such.a current .can be supplied bY a, coin· 
paratively inexpensive attachment ',to a' water, JiIP' 
where the water supply is under considerable prei\J;!llr!l. 
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Illuminating Mass for pyro�cbnJ'c Purposes:;' 
Take' 36 parts of nitrate of baryta, 15' parts of iron 
filings, 1 to 10 parts of alumini.um powder, 1 part 
stearine, .3 parts of sugar of milk, and 3 parts of 
dextrine. 
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